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COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
We are going to dip our toes into a few different modes of working with acrylic-based paint using my own 
experiences with the medium as the jumping off point. It is such a versatile paint with the ability to function as a 
drawing material at times, to flow much like watercolor, to be used thick in impasto painting techniques, or even 
as a unique collage material with the use of acrylic skins and Xerox transfers. It’s really fun to experiment with all 
it can do! 
 
I really enjoy working on paper with acrylic. I think painting on paper is perfect for a class at Arrowmont, because 
of the portability and ease of working on paper rather than canvas or panel. However, if you want to work on 
canvas or panel, feel free to bring those materials and we can make it work! Most of what we will do can be done 
on those surfaces as well. 
 
For the class, I am planning to have us work on a smaller scale with our max paper size being around 16x20 
inches. You can buy larger paper in the supply store if you’d prefer to work large. 
We are going to work with various acrylic mediums like gel medium, matte medium, retarder, and pouring 
medium to change the viscosity of the paints to see how it can vary greatly depend on what you choose to mix 
with the basic acrylic paints. 
 
In my own work, I like to draw back into my paintings and use acrylic markers such as Posca Pens, as well as 
colored pencils to add shading, details, or other accents to the painted areas. We will play around with those 
options. You have a couple of fillable markers as an optional supply to purchase. That is what those are for.      
We will have a period of focus on basic color mixing techniques and discuss color palettes along various ways of 
looking at color harmonies.  
 
I plan to have projects based on painting from life, as well as a couple in the realm of abstraction or non-
objective work. If weather permits, we can take our explorations outdoors and do a round of plein air painting.  
For the project that will include some collage elements, you might want to bring photos, hand-written notes, or 
other things we can Xerox to include in the collage. However, Arrowmont has lots of great books. So, one could 
very easily find inspiration and imagery in the library to use on that project.  
 
If you have materials already and have ANY questions, feel free to email me. We can see if what you have will 
work for the class. I’m happy to answer any questions or address concerns. 
 
I’m excited to work with each of you to try out a few new ways of working or introduce you to this realm of 
painting. 
 
MATERIALS LIST 
 
Item numbers are from dickblick.com, but most items can be found at craft stores or other art 
supply stores.  

! Brushes:  
• *Acrylic brushes for thicker painting techniques:  

These are a good basic set for acrylic that are a good price. It’s good to have a mix of large, small, 
flat, and round ones. You may have a collection of those already at home. Feel free to use them.  
05872-0059 Wonder White Short-Handled Set Short Handle  13.49 

• Get a few good watercolor round brushes. Here are a couple of general links for two brands that are 
reasonably priced, but good quality. You likely want a large, a medium, and a smaller brush. Choose three 
brushes that range between the size 2-16.   
Loew-Cornell: 
https://www.dickblick.com/products/loew-cornell-ultra-round-watercolor-brushes/  



Utrecht: 
https://www.dickblick.com/products/utrecht-series-6150-synthetic-golden-taklon-watercolor-brushes/ 

! Acrylic Paint Set (You can also look at the Studio Acrylics that Blick carries. Those are a bit 
cheaper, but not as heavily pigmented as the ones listed below.)  00624-1029 6-Color Basic Set 2 
oz (59 ml) 27.19 

! Acrylic Retarder  00623-1074 4.65 oz (137 ml)  5.59 
! Dip pen and nib:  Pen: 20914-1065  Standard Pen Holder  Black  1.76. Nib: 20913-1513 Standard Point 

Dip Pen, Individual Nib  #513EF   1.16  
! Palette paper  03063-2023 Disposable Palette Paper Pad, 50 Sheets 9'' × 12'' 4.64 
! *Palette knives (Get two)  03105-0000  Trowel Offset 2-3/8'' 1.91.  03105-1002  Diamond Trowel 2'' 

1.91 
! *Colored pencils.  You want a few decent quality pencils. At the very minimum get a good black colored 

pencil. We will use it when we work on a black paper as our ground. You don’t need to buy a big, fancy 
set of these though. If you want to, you can get a set of colors like the Botanical, Landscape, or the basic 
set of 12 colors carried by the Prismacolor brand. Blick pencils are great quality 
too. https://www.dickblick.com/products/blick-studio-artists-colored-pencils-and-sets/    
https://www.dickblick.com/products/prismacolor-premier-colored-pencils-and-sets/ 

! Black Graphic Pen- I like the brand below, although there are many other brands out there.  You can 
just get the one or a set if you prefer. We will use pens to add hatching, mark-making, and/or pattern to 
our paintings. One will get you through!  21016-2050 LePen Technical Drawing Pen 0.5 mm 1.99.  21016-
1004 LePen Technical Drawing Pens, Set of 4 Assorted 6.00 

! *Painters tape (a roll about 1 inch wide)  https://www.dickblick.com/products/painters-masking-tape/ 
! Drawing pad   10314-1043 Drawing Pad, 30 Sheets 9'' × 12'' 80 lb (130 gsm) 4.58 
! *Pencils and *erasers for sketching out ideas.  A white vinyl eraser is handy to have for an 

eraser. https://www.dickblick.com/products/pentel-hi-polymer-erasers/ 
! *Pencil Sharpener 
! *Exacto with blades and/or *scissors 
! Fine mist spray bottle (you’ll want a couple of these)  Something like this: 

https://www.amazon.com/s?k=spray+bottle&ref=nb_sb_noss_2 
! Paper towels  
! *Containers for water 
! OPTIONAL:  
! Fillable markers 00875-1012 103  Empty Marker, Pk of 2 Round Nib, Small Barrel 1-2 mm 6.99 Or 

Posca Markers ( a few colors that you like, I like size PC-3M) 
! Tubes for packing up work or cardboard to keep stiff backing on them to transport home 
! Greta will have other paint colors available and acrylic mediums for class use. You can purchase additional 

colors at the supply store. She will have smaller containers for class use too, so we can share larger 
bottles of paints and mediums.  

! Greta will get pads of paper that we will divide up and share and high flow acrylics that we can divide and 
share as well. There are large sheets of paper available at the supply store for purchase. 

! *Flash drive (to protect and save data to and from Library computers) 
! *Padlock for your studio locker, if desired (For rent in the Supply Store for the week) 

 
All Items marked with an “*” are available for purchase in the Supply Store  
 
MATERIALS FEES: $45.00-$95.00 
Materials fees will be charged for materials used in the studio and/or provided by instructors for use in the 
studio by the entire class.  In order to keep these fees as low as possible, fees are assessed on an individual class 
basis and may vary from class to class depending on the amount of materials used and the number of students in 
the class.  Materials fees are paid on the last day of class.   
 
Please be advised that above course description and materials list is written and approved by the instructor                                                              
 
If you have any additional questions about this class, below is the contact info for your instructor: 

gsonge@gmail.com 
www.gretasonge.com 


